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A: Do you usually ask about someone’s age and salary?

B: In Iran it is not…….to ask about someone’s age and salary.

politely polite politeness impolitely

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Hi, Mary. What have you been up to since our last visit?

B: Not much. Actually, I’m…….to the airport now. I’m flying back.

in me way way on my way in I on my way

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Hi, Audrey. You look familiar. Have we met before?

B: I don’t think…….. .

so as such so as

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: How long has your brother worked there?

B: He has worked in that company…..… 2012.

for yet since already

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Come on. What are you doing?

B: I’m just…..my last picture of this historical bridge.

calling tacking taking talking

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What do you think about knowing some gestures of a different culture?

B: Understanding even a few key gestures from a different culture can make you a better…… .

communicate communicates communication communicator

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: I think the sightseeing was fascinating.

B: Yes we were highly…….. .

fascinate fascinated fascinates fascinating

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Were the pilot, doctor and the lawyer in ‘Catch Me If You Can’ real persons?

B: No, ‘Catch Me If You Can’ follows the hilarious life of a teenage……artist (DiCaprio) who

pretends to be a pilot, a doctor, and a lawyer.

con real exact concrete

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: So, what are you in mood for? They’ve got a…….of great classic movies tonight.

B: They sure do.

batch badge bench bunch

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: It’s my treat. You paid last time. What do you say?

B: It’s a…… . I’ll get the popcorn.

deal deals dealt dealer

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A: Why did you come late?

B: I……..the bus and I had to walk to the office.

flew bought missed purchased

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Well, what would you say to a documentary?

B: Hmm. To tell the truth, I’m not……….documentaries.

that on big that big on big on that big that on

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: And would you like to put this on your Vista card?

B: Yes, I…….., please.

have has would will

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Hi, I’m checking in. The name’s Baker. 

B: Let’s see. That’s a……….for……..nights. Non-smoking? 

two/two double/two single/single double / once

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are…….syllables in the following sentence:

‘You’ll have to leave at 6:00.’

nineteen nine seven six

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Hello. Room service. Can I help you?

B: Hi. Could someone bring up a….….. ?

newspaper window room roof

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Good morning. The name is Kenji Kijima. I have a reservation.

B: Certainly, sir. We were expecting you. A full-size Sedan with……. .

GSP GPS SPG PSG

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A part that makes the car go faster is called…….. .

gas pedal brake pedal bumper taillight

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Are the bottles full of milk?

B: Yes, I’ve just ..............…….. .

filled up them them filled up them up filled filled them up

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Tell me one of the six tips for defensive driving.

B: Use turn signals to let other drivers……what you are going to do before you do it.

hide forget know forgive

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A: What are you doing?

B: I’m making my…….beautiful with a French manicure.

hair face brain nails

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: That store doesn’t have …… toothpaste.

B: But this one has a lot.

much few a few many

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you know which syllable is stressed in the words ‘facial’ and ‘pedicure’?

B: Yes, The ….... syllable is stressed.

third fourth first second

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: This is Dr. Weiss. Can I help you?

B: Yes. I’m a 24-year-old man who is already losing his hair. I’m looking for a wife and I’m afraid no

woman will want to marry a 25-year-old…… . I need some advice.

blind baldie thin fat

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What qualities of inner beauty do you find in your classmate?

B: Well, he looks warm and……. .

friend friendship friendly friendships

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Are dairy products and leafy green vegetables useful?

B: Yes, they provide ……..…. for healthy bones and teeth.

calcium fiber carbs protein

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you want to try some of the sweets and chocolates?

B: Thanks. But I’d better…… . I’m avoiding carbs.

eat get accept pass

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: I’m avoiding all animal products, including dairy and eggs. I eat lots of grains, beans, vegetables,

and fruits.

B: So you are following the ..........…… diet.

Atkins colorless anti-vitamin Vegan

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: I’m a chocolate addict.

B: But I can’t…….chocolates.

sleep stand sit up stand up

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Americans keep…….long after French would have stopped.

eat eating ate to eat

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A: Why don’t you restarting? That sometimes works.

B: OK. I’ll give that a…….. .

try tray tree tries

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Why is Cathy going to go shopping?

B: …….something for dinner.

Get to Is get Be get To get

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you usually add your comments to an online discussion on a message board, a blog, or a

social networking site?

B: Yes, I usually……..them.

get obtain post receive

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: How could you install the new program on your computer?

B: I asked a computer…….to help me.

except expect expert aspect

45-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: I can’t believe it. The cup broke in two. It’s going to cost me an arm and a leg.

B: Oh, forget it. I’ll bet it was already……. .

to broke break to break broken

46-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If you don’t use English in class, you……learn to speak it.

won’t are be to be

47-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What would you do if you……a tourist in Texas?

is be were are

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Look at this. They didn’t charge us for the desserts.

B: Really? I think we’d better…….the waiter.

tells tell to tell to tells

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: I’ve found a pair of new shoes. Do you know whose shoes they are?

B: Yes, they’re……. .

me shoes mine shoes shoes of my mine

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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